


A Look Ahead…

•What’s culture?

•What’s it made of?

•How does it change over time?

•What happens when two 
cultures go head to head?

•How do cultures spread?



What is Culture?

•Several elements: language, 
religion, food, clothing, gender 
roles, occupations, interactions 
with people, etc.

•Paul Vidal de la Blache: cultural 
geographer called culture “the 
ways of  life” that people develop 
over time which differentiate 
them from other groups of  
people, believed in possibilism



OBSERVABLE 

(10%)

NOT 

OBSERVABLE 

(90%)

Food
Dress    Literature
Language   Dance

Art    Holidays   Music 
Holidays/Festivals  

COMMUNICATION STYLE/RULES:
Body Language Eye Contact   

Personal Space     Tone of Voice   
Displaying of Emotion   

Conversational Patterns

CONCEPTS OF:
Justice/Fairness   Self   

Time   
Past and Future   Roles 
related to Age, Gender, 

Class, Family, etc.

NOTIONS OF:
Manners/Courtesy   

Friendship   Leadership   
Modesty   Beauty   

Cleanliness
ATTITUDES TOWARD:
Elders   Children   Rule   
Work   Authority   Sin   

Death
Cooperation vs 

Competition

APPROACHES TO:
Religion   Courtship   Marriage   

Raising Children   
Decision-making   
Problem Solving

THE CULTURAL ICEBERG



OBSERVABLE 

(10%)

NOT 

OBSERVABLE 

(90%)

BEHAVIORS:
Words and actions 

which are apparent to 
the casual observer

INTERPRETATIONS
How we feel the core values should be 

reflected in specific situations in daily life, 
such as working or socializing

CORE VALUES:
Learned ideas of what is considered

good or bad
right or wrong

desirable or undesirable
acceptable or unacceptable

THE CULTURAL ICEBERG

RELIGION



Ways of Our Lives

•Habit: a regular tendency or practice

•Custom: a habit practiced by a group of  people

•Direct teaching: parents first present their habit 
to their little cherub and discuss why it’s 
important to do practice this habit

•Indirect teaching: parents don’t say a word, but 
teach by example instead

•Customs transfer from one generation to the next 
and become part of  that group’s way of  life



A Few of Our 

Favorite Things

•Material culture: involves tangible items 
(artifacts)

•Artifacts can give clues about how people 
lived and died, but also help to raise 
questions
•Tools indicate level of  tech available at the 
time

•Artwork sheds light on the aesthetic or 
religious values of  a culture





Living in a (non) 

material world

•Actions and opinions 
matter as much as 
tangible things

•Non-material culture: 
beliefs, values, 
preferences

•Belief: to trust or accept 
that something is true, 
even without proof



•Value: principles and 
standards of  behavior 
believed to be important 
by a culture
•Ex: charity, community, 
work ethic

•Often come from religions 
which help establish good 
and bad behaviors

•Preferences: choices we 
make as individuals, 
values usually underlie 



Culture: To Learn 

or Not to Learn?
•Some things you inherit (ex: your nose)

•Some things you need to be taught (ex: 
religious values)

•Some things you learn on your own

•Personal space is a learned cultural 
difference
•U.S.
• Intimate personal space: 1 ft
• Close personal distance: 1-4 ft
• Social distance: 4 ft min

•Social cues: verbal or nonverbal hints that 
guide human interactions

*Very British Problems




